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Introduction
Standards provide crucial communication, alignment and compatibility at an international, national, industry, and individual
organizational level. These standards–accessible to everyone from global powers
to developing countries, from international
corporations to the mom-and-pop small
business–provide guidance and infrastructure, state of the art technical knowledge,
and management best practices. In a global
environment, standards ease the crossing
of borders, cultures, and languages. They
form the basis in building trust, avoiding
conflicting standards, and reducing technical barriers; therefore, standards facilitate
the achievement of regulatory compliance.
By driving efficiencies and the diffusion of
new products into the marketplace,
standards increase export capacity,
and facilitate global trade, national
competitiveness, and economic
growth. At an organizational level,
standards provide agreed metrics,
and the opportunity for benchmarking and improving existing
effectiveness and efficiency. They
impact organizations by reducing
waste, defects, accidents, emissions, negative environmental
impact, and liability while mitigating losses all aimed at reducing
production costs. While doing this,
standards also leverage the increase
of supplier, employee, and customer satisfaction and innovation
through improved performance.

All of which drives the penetration of
foreign markets and the increase of sales,
and supports sustained growth and long
term competitive advantage. The impact
of standards is dramatic, and on a global
scale it allows organizations and countries
to drive efficiencies and more effectively
focus resources and priorities.
While standards have national and
international impact as a whole, a key
group of standards–management leadership
standards–have a significant impact. The
international scale and range of issues that
organizations have to deal with today create
significant pressure on resources. Consider
the BP Gulf oil spill or the Japanese tsunami and the impact of these events on the
international supply chain. Other examples

are the financial crisis, national food issues
involving e-coli, international toy recalls
due to hazardous levels of cadmium, IT
security, and homeland security. The global
environment has not become slower or safer.
Key tools to dealing with this fast moving environment are the world’s most referred and implemented standards of quality,
safety, environmental, social responsibility,
and risk management. Combined they provide an infrastructure to manage the range
of diverse variables such as those mentioned
above while supporting strategic decision
making and sustainability. At the core of
this set of management and leadership
standards is the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) standard, ISO
9001 (Quality management systems – Requirements) which is critical to
their integration, and ISO 31000
(Risk management – Principles
and guidelines) which, while a
new standard, is one that has the
potential to have the largest impact
in the future.
The Impact of Standards on
Global Trade
Standards provide state-ofthe-art best practices and internationally-agreed technical information, they coordinate compatibility
and enhance communication while
avoiding conflicting or duplicating standards and therefore
have global influence and impact.
Export Quality Management: A

(Continued on page 3)
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The Editor's Corner
You probably are familiar with ISO 9001 and ISO
14001, the standards for quality and environmental
management systems from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Did you know there
are many other management standards that have been
developed for a wide variety of applications? The feature
article for this issue of Standards Engineering addresses
the significant impact management standards have on
organizations, countries, and at the international level.
The author, Denis Leonard, focuses on quality, safety,
environmental, social responsibility, and risk management standards. Dr. Leonard provides examples of the influence of these standards in a
variety of industries and applications, and considers their potential impact in future. I
think you will find his article to be interesting and informative.
“In the News” for this issue features new publications from ISO and the Standards
Council of Canada, a new ASTM International program for standards professionals, a
student paper competition sponsored by the American National Standards Institute, and
several news items related to conformity assessment. Turn to page 10 for information
about these items and much more. SES members are as busy as ever. Read about “Members in the News” on page 13. David Felinski, SES representative to the International
Federation of Standards Users (IFAN), reports on the latest news from IFAN on page 14.
There are several upcoming standards-related events that may be of interest. See “Coming Attractions” on page 15.
As part of its education and training services, SES presents webinars on a variety
of topics related to standards and conformity assessment. Information about upcoming
webinars is on page 18. Remember, SES webinars are now free to members! We thank
Techstreet, a business of Thomson Reuters, for their sponsorship of the 2013 SES webinar
series.
The 62nd annual SES conference will be another “not-to-be-missed” event for standards
professionals. The theme of this year’s conference, which will take place in Savannah,
Georgia during August 12 – 15, is “The Art and Science of Standardization.” Now, aren’t
you intrigued? We will have information about the conference technical sessions, professional development courses, and social events in the next issue of Standards Engineering.
Details about the annual conference also will be updated on the SES website (www.sesstandards.org) as planning progresses. In the meantime, go to www.savannahvisit.com
to learn more about this charming city. See you in Savannah!
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A generic ISO methodology has been
Guide for Small and Medium Sized Export- simply that “the world needs standards.”
developed to assess and quantify the ecoers, published by the International Trade [Marchionne, 2012, p4]
So how do standards have such a dra- nomic benefits of standards on a more
Centre (ITC) and Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB), states that “stan- matic impact? Their influence begins at the global scale. In 2010, a pilot study using
dards support compatibility and can drive most fundamental aspects of business: the this methodology focused on a small number
down costs through the use of common creation of a product or service. “Standards of company assessments in the automotive
parts, specifications, and methods. They clearly support the diffusion of new prod- industry. It was found that for engineering,
manufacturing, and procurement
can facilitate the creation of new
for both vehicle manufacturers
industries and allow new technoloand parts suppliers, the economic
gies to be exploited. They are also
While the development and application
benefits of standards ranged from
crucial to realizing and maintaining
of standards may seem to be on only a
0.5 to 2.5 percent of total sales.
market access . . . because of global
technical detail, they have much broader
“Extrapolating these figures to the
trade, many of today’s products are
and dramatic ramifications.
worldwide automotive industry
built with components sourced from
shows, as a preliminary result, that
around the world, which must fit
together and perform as expected.” [ITC & ucts into the marketplace, and that supports the benefits of standards range between 28
economic growth. If you don’t have ideas and 55 billion US dollars per year.” [ISO,
PTB, 2011, p1]
While the development and applica- that get turned into new products, then 2010, a, p10]
Pascal Lamy emphasizes “the importion of standards may seem to be on only there will be no economic benefit.” [Blind,
a technical detail, they have much broader 2010, p26] Beyond the basics of supply and tance of enhancing developing country parand dramatic ramifications. In fact “global demand, they also influence management ticipation in the standard setting process.”
trust in products and services is built on in- system infrastructure: “standards help an [Lamy, 2011, p5] This is indeed a critical
ternational standards.” [Squirrell & Tholen, enterprise manage business critical issues issue for the future of standards as devel2011, p14] Pascal Lamy, Director General such as quality, environmental performance, oping countries constitute about two thirds
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and safety.” [Marchionne, 2012, p4] Stan- of ISO’s membership. Their participation
stated that “what the WTO seeks to do is dards are equally important at the next is essential to ensure the global relevance
to reduce or even eliminate those barriers level: ongoing product development and of ISO standards.” [Takeda, 2011 a, p5]
that unnecessarily restrict trade, and, in this innovation, the need to continue to grow This aligns with the second objective of the
effort, international standards play an impor- and develop the next generation of product 2011–2015 ISO Strategic Plan, which is to
tant role.” [Lamy, 2011, p4] But, standards and service. Pascal Lamy, Director General ensure that “the capacity and participation
are not only key in the issue of reducing or of the WTO refers to this level when he of developing countries in international staneliminating trade barriers, but most impor- stated that standards “reflect state-of-the-art dardization is significantly enhanced.” [ISO,
tantly, in enhancing trade and specifically scientific and technological developments.” 2011, b, p27] This focus also aligns with the
American Society for Quality 2011 Future of
improving the performance or economies of [Lamy, 2011, p4]
Data shows the impact of standards Quality Study, which cites globalization and
exporting countries. [Swann, 2010]
In the forward, of the ISO/ITC publica- on the economy of nations. AFNOR (As- global responsibility (social responsibility)
tion, Building Linkages for Export Success, sociation Française de Normalisation - the as key forces shaping the future of quality.
ITC Executive Director Patricia Francis and ISO member for France) published a study “Woven into the opportunity and risk of
ISO Secretary General Rob Steele state that in 2009 on the impact of standardization globalization and the challenges of orga“the growth of international trade and the from both the macro and micro economic nizations to manage their enterprises that
increasing importance of high level stan- standpoints focused on the French economy. now cross borders, cultures, and economic
dards and technical regulation in developed “Standardization directly contributes ap- development stages, are the issues of finite
markets presents greater opportunities for proximately 25 percent of French GDP and resources.” [ASQ, 2011, p14]
Certification to international standards
national standards bodies and trade promo- 66 percent of the 1,790 French companies
tion organizations to collaborate and create interviewed stated that standardization has been found to be “particularly important
more opportunities for exporters to demon- contributed to the generation of profits.” for exporters in developing economies, who
strate compliance with market requirements [Peyret, 2010, p17] “70 percent found that compete with firms in developed counand enhance national competitiveness.” standards provide a genuine advantage for tries that have longer histories and better
[ISO/ITC, 2010, p9] Therefore, interna- developing international exchanges. 46 reputations in export markets. Firms that are
tional standards help to “facilitate world percent of companies actually found that certified as meeting international standards
trade, clarify the market and competition, standards enabled them to increase their create favorable perceptions of their comand disseminate useful technologies and export capacity. 74 percent confirm that pany or brand and attract buyers.” [Otsuki,
good business practice.” [Steele, 2011, p7] standardization gives them greater control 2011, p2] Indeed, Otsuki’s study found that
Indeed, international standards have such an over safety related problems. 79 percent say for organizations in 25 countries in Europe
impact that Sergio Marchionne, Chairman it helps optimize compliance with regula- and Central Asia certification increased
“export share in firm’s sales by 44.9 percent
and CEO of Chrysler and CEO of Fiat, stated tors.” [Peyret, 2010, p19]
(Continued on page 4)
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on average.” [Otsuki, 2011, p10] In Asia “98
percent of certified organizations considered
ISO 9001 implementation and certification
to have been a good investment.” [Croft,
2011, p39] Therefore, ISO standards provide
the infrastructure and opportunity for developing countries to improve their efficiencies
and drive exports.
The Most Influential Standards
By 2011, ISO had developed more than
19,000 international standards and standard
type documents, [ISO, 2011, a]. Of all of
the ISO standards, ISO 9001:2008 and ISO
14001:2004 (Environmental management
systems – Requirements with guidance for
use) have achieved truly global status and
are now thoroughly integrated in the world
economy. [ISO, 2012, b] ISO’s best-selling
standards include ISO 26000:2010 (Guidance on social responsibility) and ISO
31000:2009 [ISO, 2012, a] both of which
are guidance documents. [ISO, 2012, b]
At the end of 2010, a record number
of ISO 9001 certificates had been issued:
1,109,905 in 178 countries and economies,
representing an increase of more than

4 percent over 2009. A record number also
was reached for ISO 14001 with 250,972
certificates issued in 155 countries, an increase of 12 percent over 2009. [ISO, 2010,
b] Other standards which have alignment to
ISO 9001, using its framework and its plando-check-act (PDCA) cycle are ISO 14001
and OHSAS 18001 (Occupational health
and safety management systems – Requirements). [ISO, 2012, c]
“The tremendous impact of ISO 9001
and ISO 14001 on organizational practices
and trade has stimulated the development
of other ISO standards and deliverables that
adapt the generic management system approach to specific sectors or aspects.” [ISO,
2012, d] The range of sectors and aspects
can be seen in Figure 1, which highlights the
broad influence and interaction of ISO 9001.
The Global Impact of ISO 9001
In the Foreword of Export Quality
Management: A Guide for Small and Medium Sized Exporters, Patricia Francis,
Executive Director ITC and Ernst Otto
Gobel, President of PTB state that “quality
is a prerequisite for successful market access

Figure 1: Model developed to show ISO 9001 core influence
and leadership management standards specific applications
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and for improving the competitiveness of
exporters.” [ITC & PTB, 2011, piii] Quality
management has been “identified as one of
the top most important factors in internationalization” as it reduces reject rates and
production costs and increases the levels of
exports and sales. [Awan, Bhatti & Bukhari,
2010, p107]
Quality management has a significant
impact on the most commonly used management standards through the PDCA operating
principle of ISO’s management system standards [ISO, 2012, f] and because the other
management standards such as ISO 14001
and OHSAS 18001 are based on the ISO
9001 framework for direct alignment. Due to
this influence, ISO 9001 is a key driver and
coordinator of other standards including ISO
31000 and thereby facilitates the leverage of
integrated management systems, in and of
itself a driver of efficiencies. This influence
can be seen in Figure 2.
Therefore, ISO 9001 “remains firmly
established as the most globally implemented standard to provide assurance about the
ability to satisfy quality requirements and
to enhance customer satisfaction,” [Editor,
2012, p37] and so having a positive and
significant impact on international trade.
[Boys & Grant, 2009] Evaluating the impact
of ISO 9000 on trade between 91 nations
from 1995 to 2005 revealed the common
language of ISO 9000 created benefits between nations and there was an “enhanced
competitiveness effect . . . [to]involve a
robust positive push with respect to home
nation exports.” [Clougherty & Grajek,
2011, p32] For example, “the exports of
European nations increase the most when
other nations adopt ISO 9000.” [Clougherty
& Grajek, 2011, p33]
A study of 60 countries revealed that
“trade competition encourages firms located
in structurally equivalent countries (those
with comparable levels of dependence on
the same export markets) to adopt ISO
9000. [Cao & Prakash, 2007] A study of
59 countries showed “strong correlations
between productivity and certification. . . .
In turn, certification contributes positively
to productivity levels, as manufacturing
benefits and operational or technological
improvements are being implemented in
the course of, or as a result of, certification.
Interestingly, the disciplining effect of cer-
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publicly traded manufacturing organizations
experienced significant improvements in
financial performance. [Corbett, Montes &
Kirsch, 2004]
So the most influential international
standard whose focus is improvement has
a key role in driving the effectiveness and
efficiency of individual organizations and
national economies.

Figure 2: Merging of ISO 9004 & ISO 31000 models to show alignment

tification on performance is stronger in low
institutional quality (developing) countries.
It is likely that for such countries, to reach
best practice, effective improvements in
operational performance are necessary, as
market forces in institutionally deficient
countries are too weak to fully prepare firms
for global best practices. . . . Controlling for
all relevant determinants, including size,
age, and foreign ownership, certification
proves to have a strong positive effect on
sales growth and on export intensity . . . this
effect goes up for firms located in less institutionally developed countries.” [Goedhuys
& Sleuwaegen, 2011, p19]
The Influence of ISO 9001
at the Individual Organizational Level
“Innovation it seems is poised to replace manufacturing as the source of wealth
creation” [ASQ, 2011, p16] and “the opportunities for innovation and standards need to
go hand in hand.” [Marchionne, 2012, p6]
While organizations are striving to continually improve and innovate to meet the needs
of customers and stakeholders, they need
“better capabilities to innovate, manage
risk, improve performance, comply with
regulatory environment, develop talents,
enhance customer and supplier relationships, and improve sustainability. Reliable
management system standards are needed to

help meet these drivers’ challenges.” [Marchionne, 2012, p7] ISO 9001, the standard
for improvement, is the most logical driver
to coordinate such improvement efforts.
ISO 9000 has a positive effect on business, achieving reductions in non-conformities and complaints and improvements
in customer and supplier satisfaction and
an improvement in standardization of work
procedures, communication, and employee
involvement. [Casadesus & Karapetrovic,
2005] Those organizations with ISO 9001
certification have far lower organizational
death rates while sales, employment, total
payroll, and annual earnings per employee
grew substantially than at matched organizations. [Levine & Toffel, 2010]
In a study of 35 ISO 9000 certified and
35 non-certified companies across a range of
industries matched on size and industry, all
of which were listed on the Singapore Stock
Exchange over a 6 year period, “ISO 9000
certification is associated with significant
improvements in profit margin, growth in
sales, and earnings per share.” [Sharma,
2005, p170] “The two main dimensions
positively affected from the ISO 9000
implementation are improving operating
efficiency [and] better control of business
operations.” [Cagnazzo et al, 2010, p315]
This impact is mirrored in the US where

The Influence of ISO 14001
and OHSAS 18001
ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 are
critical links with ISO 9001 for integrated
management systems, and are fundamental
connections to support risk management. Individually, they also have their own impact
on organizational efficiency.
ISO 14001 serves as an “insurance tool
for many manufacturers in their risk management practices. Clearly environmental
policymakers should . . . encourage firms
operating with uncertain but potentially
disastrous environmental risks to undertake
EMS certifications.” [Takahashi & Nakamura, 2010, p228] Montabon found that
based on a survey of 116 manufacturing
organizations, ISO 4001 certification had a
significant positive impact on efficiency and
effectiveness. [Montabon, Melnyk, Sroufe
& Calantone, 2000 In a study of 1,222
manufacturing firms, Melnyk found that ISO
14001 achieved positive impact on many
areas of corporate performance. [Melnyk,
Sroufe & Calantone, 2003] Russo found
that over time those certified to ISO 14001
improved their impact on emission reductions. [Russo, 2009]
In a study of eight chemical companies
in India with 1,566 workers, organizations with OHSAS 18001 certification had
the highest levels of safety management
practices and behavior, achieving reduced
accidents and liability while improving
productivity and the safety and health of
employees. [Vinodkumar & Bhasi, 2011]
With environmental and safety representing key areas of risk and liability, the application of ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 is
fundamental to improving efficiency.
The Influence of ISO 31000
Risks are part of business. For many
companies, risk represents an opportunity
for increased return, and so for many it is
(Continued on page 6)
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considered fundamental to success rather
being viewed as a negative. “The secret to
systematic business model innovation is to
focus on identifying where the risks are in
your value chain. Then, determine whether
you can reduce them, shift them to other
people, or even assume them yourself. If
you take this approach, you won’t need extensive experimentation and prototyping to
identify very powerful innovations because
many tools for managing risk are available.”
[Girotra & Netessine, 2011, p103] Indeed,
using Standard and Poor’s newly available
risk management rating, McShane et al
found evidence of a positive relationship
between increasing levels of risk management capability and firm value. [McShane,
Nair & Rustambekov, 2011]
But risk management capability is
the key. Most companies do not have a
structured risk management system in
place but rather have informal approaches.
[Christopher, Mena, Khan & Yurt, 2011]
With 65 percent of businesses not conducting systematic risk analysis prior to major
corporate decisions and only 42 percent
conducting risk management audits or procedure compliance [FERMA, 2010], risk
for the majority is not well enough managed to be an opportunity. As we have seen
over the last few years, catastrophes created
by tsunamis and hurricanes, for example,
have more than national implications. But,
beyond such natural events there are risks
involving homeland security and IT security.
Consider the technical and safety issues
at the core of the BP Gulf disaster. These
incidents highlight how interconnected we
are and the need for comprehensive risk
management. Kevin W. Knight, Chair of
the ISO working group that developed ISO
31000 stated “it can be argued that the global
financial crisis resulted from the failure of
boards and executive management to effectively manage risk. ISO 31000 is expected
to help industry and commerce, public and
private to confidently emerge from the crisis.” [Knight, 2009]
The attitude to risk is changing. The
Accenture 2011 Global Risk Management
Study based on surveys from 397 companies
across 10 industries found that risk management is a higher priority now than two years
ago for 98 percent of the respondents. Capabilities are becoming “high on the executive

6

agenda and now seen as a critical business
driver and source of sustained growth and
long term competitive advantage.” [Accenture, 2011, p4] Specifically “volatility in
cash flow planning and commodity markets,
and in risk exposure in general, are vexing
issues in most industries. Companies are
also dealing with multiple elements of their
business on a worldwide scope, requiring
new forms of coordination to be effective in
living their global operating models.” [Accenture, 2011, p7] Leading organizations are
starting to focus on integrating risk management across business units, establishing Clevel executives and investing in continuous
improvement. Enterprise risk management
is coming more to the forefront.
The top future risk management challenges for organizations are reducing costs
and aligning with the overall business
strategy. Risk management also is seen as
key to enabling long term profitable growth,
sustaining future profitability, and ensuring
compliance with regulations. [Accenture,
2011]
Viewing risk management as critical
for future business success yet not having
an infrastructure in place to support it, for
many organizations, the publication of

ISO 31000:2009 and Guide 73:2009 (Risk
management – vocabulary) has been most
welcome. For many, it represents “a very
significant milestone in mankind’s journey
to understand and harness uncertainly. An
unprecedented 15 countries voted for the
standard.” [Purdy, 2010, p886]
Risk management standards “identify
weaknesses that may contribute to vulnerability, [and] promote market efficiency and
discipline . . . As successful implementation requires support and leadership from
executive management, a strong culture
of risk management into the organization,
resources, and time planning, a correlation
of risk management standards with other
standards during implementation process,
a continuous improvement.” [Ciocoiu &
Dobrea, 2010, p17]
ISO 31000 provides a framework that
helps reflect on what can happen and why,
the consequences, probability of occurrences, and the factors to mitigate the consequence or reduce the probability of risk. It
also is supported by a range of other national
and international related risk management
standards, as reflected in Figure 3.
In 2011, the ISO Technical Management Board established a new project

Figure 3: Model developed to represent the key international
and national risk management standards
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committee, ISO/PC 262, Risk management,
to further develop guidance on the implementation of ISO 31000 thereby aiding the
understanding of the standard, its value, and
implementation.
Conclusion
International standards drive efficiencies for individual organizations, the
economies of nations, and global trade.
The most influential standards are the ISO
management leadership standards at the core
of which is ISO 9001, a critical standard
for improving economic effectiveness and
efficiency. As the cornerstone of creating
integrated management systems, ISO 9001
is a key driver for the future of standards
and is a perfect leverage tool for ISO 31000,
which offers a new and much needed guide
for organizations dealing with risk in an
ever-changing and challenging global environment.
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From the Executive Director
Well I was hoping
we would get another
mild winter like last
year but alas, that was a
rare event, at least here
in the Midwest where
I live. As I write this
it was 6 above today
(that’s degrees Fahrenheit, or about -14 for
our readers who use the
Celsius temperature
scale). Oh well, nothing we can do about
that. It’s like Will Rogers said “Everybody
talks about the weather but no one does
anything about it.” A wise man!
Our first two webinars of the free-tomembers series were very successful. In
November, Emily Bremer gave a presentation on Incorporation by Reference in
Federal Regulations. She did a superb job.
The second webinar was given in January by
Michael Kirschner, Principal Consultant at
ENVIRON International Corp. on the topic,
How Environmental Performance Changes
the Standards Landscape. It also was well
received. Their presentations are available
in the Members Only section of the SES
website (look under past webinars). I hope
you will take advantage of these monthly
events. There will be eight more webinars
during the year, all free to you as members.
We thank Thomson Reuters for their support
in sponsoring the webinars this year.
The 2013 Conference Committee is
hard at work putting the final touches on
the program for this August. Mark your
calendars as this is one event you won’t want
to miss! The conference will be in beautiful
Savannah, Georgia during August 12-15.
This old city is just a great venue for SES.
We will be in the heart of the historic district
at the Hilton DeSoto Hotel minutes from the
historic park-like squares and cobblestone
streets. The city dates back to 1733. It is one
of the oldest cities in the south, spared by
General Sherman’s march to the sea during
the Civil War.
This year we are trying a new schedule
approach. We will start off with a course on

Monday the 12th then
start the conference
on Tuesday the 13th
and continue Wednesday the 14th. Another
course will be offered
on Thursday the 15th.
Specifics on the session
topics and course offerings will be forthcoming in our monthly enewsletter to keep you
updated on progress
and registration details
as they become available. Speaking of the enewsletter, please let me know if you aren’t
getting it. You should see it in your email
around the second Tuesday of the month.
We decided to hold our announcements and
make one email per month. Hopefully that
will help you and SES manage the daily
barrage of messages that we all get. Check
your SPAM folder first and then call or email
me if you don’t see it.
You may have seen that we posted a
job for editor of our Journal, Standards
Engineering. Diane Thompson has been
our editor for ten years and will be stepping
down to pursue other opportunities. I will
miss her terribly as will the rest of the Board.
She has been a terrific asset to SES in this
job. We have a good group of candidates to
choose from, and you will be hearing more
about the new editor in the coming months.
Diane will stay on through June and help
with training her replacement.
Our mission is to help you in your
development as a standards professional by
offering educational opportunities and references that you can’t find anywhere else. Our
certification program is the only certification
specific to standards professionals. I encourage you to look into it. I would be happy to
discuss it with you call me anytime.
I am here to support you in any way I
can. Pleases feel free to contact me at 603926-0750 or on my cell at 309-716-6504.
As always,

SES Membership
Milestones
SES is pleased to announce that the
following member has achieved a
significant milestone in SES membership.
Congratulations!

40-year Anniversary
Barry Forfitt

Get Involved in SES!
There are many benefits to being
an active member of SES - The Society
for Standards Professionals. Did you
know that participation in SES committees earns you points for qualification
as a Certified Standards Professional
(CStd)? Network with others involved
in the areas of standards and conformity assessment. Learn from your
colleagues and share your knowledge
and expertise.
Go to www.ses-standards.org or
contact admin@ses-standards.org for
details about how to get involved in
SES.

Mike Morrell, AStd, FSES
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In the News
US Federal Agency Use of Third-Party
Programs to Assess Regulatory Compliance
The Administrative Conference of the
United States recently examined the ways
that federal agencies assess regulatory
compliance using third parties. Administrative Conference Recommendation 2012–7,
Agency Use of Third-Party Programs to
Assess Regulatory Compliance, was adopted
on December 6, 2012.
The recommendation is intended to assist federal agencies in determining whether
and how to establish third-party programs
for this purpose. The recommendation suggests that when considering a third-party
program, agencies should consult relevant
governmental and nongovernmental resources. They should compare the advantages and disadvantages of a third-party
approach to a more traditional approach
of direct governmental compliance assessment. The recommendation also sets forth
design features for agencies to consider after
the decision has been made to establish a
third-party program. Go to www.acus.gov
to download a copy of the recommendation.
New Survey Report Available
The ISO Survey of Management System Standard Certifications 2011 has been
released. The survey shows the number of
certificates to International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) management standards (such as ISO 9001 and ISO 14001)
given in each country each year.
The 2011 results show significant increases in certification to a number of ISO
management system standards including
ISO/IEC 27001 for information security
(up 12 percent from 2010) and ISO 22000
for food safety management (up 8 percent
from 2010). Certificates to the environmental management and energy management
standards also increased as did the quality
management standard for the automotive
sector. Seven standards were included in the
2011 survey. For the first time the full data
set (excel files) is available to download for
free from the ISO website at www.iso.org.
The survey data is also available on a CD
for the price of postage and packing. For
questions about the ISO Survey, contact
Laurent Charlet at charlet@iso.org.
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New Tool to Boost Consumer Product Safety
The Standards Council of Canada
(SCC) has published Consumer Product
Safety in Canada: A guide to standards and
conformity assessment options for manufacturers, importers and sellers, with key
information for businesses about product
safety standards. The guide is intended to
provide readers with a basic understanding
of standards and conformity assessment,
specifically with regard to the role these play
in the consumer product safety landscape.
Readers will find an overview of the
types of conformity assessment options
that are available, including how the work
of SCC-accredited conformity assessment
bodies contributes to reducing the potential
harm that consumer products could cause
Canadians. In addition, readers of this guide
will gain insight into how standardization
and conformity assessment in particular
contributes to Canada’s broader economic
goals.
The guide complements the Canada
Consumer Product Safety Act (CCPSA)
which is focused on prohibiting the manufacture and importation of dangerous goods,
and ensuring that government has the power
to take corrective action with regard to unsafe products. The SCC guide is part of a
larger effort to support Health Canada and
the industry in implementing consumer
product safety legislation. Since 2008, SCC
and Health Canada’s Consumer Product

Safety Bureau have been working together
under a Memorandum of Agreement to
address consumer product safety issues
through the use of the National Standards
System of Canada. For additional information and to download a copy of the guide,
go to www.scc.ca.
ICSP Conformity Assessment Work Group
Conformity assessment has become increasingly important to US federal agencies.
Federal agency programs are leveraging
conformity assessment programs and activities in support of regulatory, procurement,
and other mission objectives to meet their
responsibilities with ever-shrinking resources. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has coordinated with
the Interagency Committee on Standards
Policy (ICSP) to establish an ICSP task
group, the Conformity Assessment Work
Group (CAWG).
The objective of the CAWG is to facilitate coordination of government agency
activities and develop recommendations
relating to conformity assessment policy
matters to the ICSP. Participants include
representatives across federal agencies with
expertise in the development and implementation of conformity assessment programs.
The CAWG is responsible for:
• Assisting the ICSP in promoting effective and consistent federal policies in the
area of conformity assessment;
• Advising the ICSP on effective means
of coordinating conformity assessment
activities with those of the private sector and recommending ways to eliminate
unnecessary duplication and complexity
in the development and promulgation of
conformity assessment requirements at
the federal level; and
• Sharing best practices in conformity assessment among federal agencies.
Go to www.standards.gov for more
information.
Inspection MRA
The ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation
Board/ACLASS and FQS recently signed
the Asia-Pacific Laboratory Accreditation
Cooperation (APLAC) mutual recognition
arrangement (MRA) for inspection. The
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ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board
is a non-profit, non-governmental organization that provides accreditation services to
public- and private-sector organizations and
is jointly owned by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and the American Society for Quality (ASQ). ACLASS
and FQS are two of its brands. APLAC is
a cooperation of accreditation bodies in
the Asia Pacific region that accredit laboratories, inspection bodies, and reference
material producers.
The signing, which took place in conjunction with the 18th APLAC General Assembly and Technical Meeting in December
in Sydney, Australia, also granted ACLASS
and FQS the status of signatories to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) MRA. In addition to their status
as APLAC MRA signatories for inspection,
ACLASS and FQS are MRA signatories for
calibration and testing; ACLASS is also
a MRA signatory for reference material
producers.
“Becoming an APLAC MRA signatory
for inspection indicates ACLASS and FQS
have demonstrated compliance with ISO/
IEC 17011, and the facilities ACLASS and
FQS have accredited are in compliance with
ISO/IEC 17020,” said Keith Greenaway,
ACLASS and FQS Vice President. “By harmonizing accreditation practices around the
world, the APLAC MRA forms a regional
network of accredited laboratories and inspection bodies to facilitate the acceptance
of test, calibration, and inspection reports,
which in turn facilitates global trade.”
APLAC only grants approval to sign
its MRA after a prospective signatory has
undergone a detailed examination of the
body’s documentation and processes as part
of a multi-step peer evaluation. During this
process, evaluators also observe personnel
of the prospective signatory as they conduct
assessments of facilities seeking accreditation. APLAC MRA signatories are required
to undergo additional peer evaluations every
four years.
For further information, go to www.
aclasscorp.com, www.fqsforensics.org, and
www.aplac.org.
ASTM Launches Leadership Program
To better promote the professional
development opportunities resulting from

involvement in standards development activities, ASTM International has launched a
leadership program. This new “Leadership
Connection” initiative offers educational resources that support the many skills acquired
by engaging in ASTM technical committee
activities.
The Leadership Connection aims to
raise awareness regarding the wealth of opportunities available for hands-on leadership
experience that can position individuals for
career growth. The program emphasizes
how professionals can leverage their ASTM
membership and involvement on standardsdeveloping committees to:
• Enhance critical communications skills,
including public speaking, presentation,
and writing capabilities;
• Strengthen conflict resolution, team
building, and negotiating skills;
• Gain leadership experience by volunteering for officer positions on main committees, subcommittees, or task groups;
• Improve organizational skills and familiarity with parliamentary procedures;
• Interact directly with leading industry and government stakeholders from
around the world; and
• Represent their company on major standards-related issues and initiatives.
“ASTM membership offers one of the
richest learning and professional development environments you’ll find anywhere,”
says Katharine Morgan, Vice President,
Technical Committee Operations, ASTM
International. “At ASTM, it’s easy to find
roles of added responsibility. Members
who are committed to engage will find a
clear and progressive path of leadership
development.”
The hub of the Leadership Connection
is a newly launched section of the ASTM
website, which will serve as the gateway
to the program’s resources. Features of
the Leadership Connection area of the site
include:
• Reference articles outlining strategies for
succeeding as a standards professional;
• Best practice guidance for technical
committee officers on orienting new
members; and
• Information for employers highlighting
the value and impact of standards on
business growth and corporate performance.

A central component of the Leadership
Connection campaign is the ASTM Technical Committee Mentoring Program. The
program pairs a new ASTM member with a
seasoned one for personalized instruction on
the inner-workings of ASTM technical committees. The aim is to more quickly involve
new members in standards development
activities. Members can request a mentor
online and also sign-up for free online training workshops through the ASTM Virtual
Classroom. For additional information about
the Leadership Connection program and the
various resources available, go to www.
astm.org/LEADERSHIP.

www.astm.org/LEADERSHIP

NIST Curricula Development Funding
Opportunity
The National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) Standards Services
invites applications for the 2013 Curricula
Development Cooperative Agreement
Program (CAP). The program provides
financial assistance to support curriculum
development for the undergraduate and/or
graduate level to support the integration of
standards and standardization information
and content into seminars, learning
resources, and courses.
Complete details on the Curricula
Development CAP, including eligibility
and the application/proposal process are
in the "Announcement of Federal Funding
Opportunity" at http://gsi.nist.gov/global/
docs/ffo.pdf, also available in Grants.gov.
Electronic applications must be received
no later than March 15, 2013. Contact
Eik Puskar at 301-975-8619 or at erik.
puskar@nist.gov for information related to
programmatic and technical questions about
the Curricula Development CAP.

(Continued on page 12)
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New Standard Focuses on Workplace
Psychological Health and Safety
The Mental Health Commission of
Canada (MHCC), the Bureau de normalisation du Québec (BNQ), and CSA Group
have released Canada’s first national standard designed to help organizations and their
employees improve workplace psychological health and safety.
The National Standard of Canada,
CAN/CSA-Z1003-13/BNQ 9700-803/2013,
Psychological Health and Safety in the
Workplace - Prevention, promotion and
guidance to staged implementation is a
voluntary standard focused on promoting
employees’ psychological health and preventing psychological harm due to workplace factors.
“One in five Canadians experience a
mental health problem or mental illness
in any given year and many of the most at
risk individuals are in their early working
years. Canadians spend more waking hours
at work than anywhere else,” says MHCC
President and CEO Louise Bradley. “It’s
time to start thinking about mental wellbeing in the same way as we consider physical well-being, and the standard offers the
framework needed to help make this happen
in the workplace.”
The standard provides a systematic approach to develop and sustain a psychologically healthy and safe workplace, including:
• The identification of psychological
hazards in the workplace;
• The assessment and control of the risks in
the workplace associated with hazards that
cannot be eliminated (e.g. stressors due to
organizational change or reasonable job
demands);
• The implementation of practices that
support and promote psychological health
and safety in the workplace;
• The growth of a culture that promotes
psychological health and safety in the
workplace;
• The implementation of measurement and
review systems to ensure sustainability.
“This voluntary national standard is
the result of a collaborative effort between
MHCC, BNQ, and CSA Group, and is
supported by scientific literature from
many relevant areas of workplace health
and safety, social science, and law. There
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is also a clear business case which supports the need for continual improvement
of psychological health and safety in the
workplace,” says Bonnie Rose, President,
Standards, CSA Group. “Workplaces with
a positive approach to psychological health
and safety have improved employee engagement, enhanced productivity, and a better
financial outlook.”
The voluntary standard is not intended
to be adopted into federal, provincial, or
territorial legislation. It can be used differently by businesses and organizations of
all sizes depending upon their needs. Some
businesses may use the standard as a starting point and focus on creating policies and
processes to promote mental health, while
others may determine that several aspects of
the standard are already in place and use the
standard to build upon their existing efforts.
“This standard will help enable organizations to introduce measures that will
assist them in meeting important internal
objectives such as the promotion and protection of workers’ well-being, job satisfaction,
self-esteem, and job fulfillment–objectives
which have been clearly shown to also lead
to improvement in the ‘bottom line’,” says
Jean Rousseau, Director, Bureau de normalisation du Québec.
The development of the standard was
funded in part by the Government of Canada
(through Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, Health Canada, and
the Public Health Agency of Canada), and
through financial contributions from the
Great-West Life Centre for Mental Health
in the Workplace and Bell Canada. The standard is available at no cost from CSA Group
(www.csa.ca) and BNQ (www.bnq.qc.ca).
SCC Seeks Young Professionals
for IEC 2013 Workshop
The Standards Council of Canada
(SCC) will be sending one Canadian to the
International Electrotechnical Commission’s (IEC) 2013 Young Professional’s
Workshop in New Delhi, India, from October 21 to 23. Managers, engineers, and
technicians in their early 20s to mid-30s are
encouraged to apply.
The Young Professionals Program
brings together the world’s upcoming expert
engineers, technicians, and managers. Opportunities include the chance to experience
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an IEC General Meeting, attend a technical
meeting where international standards are
developed, network with industry professionals from all over the world, and have
your voice heard by IEC management. The
successful candidate’s travel expenses,
accommodation, and per diems will be
covered.
The deadline for submissions is March
15, 2013. Go to www.scc.ca for additional
requirements and application details.
ANSI 2013 Student Paper Competition
As part of its continuing efforts to raise
awareness of the strategic significance of
standards and conformance among postsecondary students, the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), in conjunction
with its Committee on Education (CoE), is
sponsoring its second annual student paper
competition. Entries must be written and
submitted by an enrolled college or university student(s) at the associate, undergraduate,
or graduate level in a US academic institute
of higher learning. It is open to students of
all disciplines.
The theme of the 2013 ANSI Student
Paper Competition is Standards and Emerging Technology Decisions – What Role Do
Standards Play in Disaster Recovery and
Business Recovery? Standards played a
critical role, especially with regard to public safety and welfare, when the northeast
US coast experienced the devastation of
Hurricane Sandy in the fall of 2012. With a
destructive hurricane such as this, standards
were important across various areas including health, medical, water and food safety,
environment and climate, power (Smart
Grid) and utilities, evacuation and emergency response, transportation, communications, financial, fuel delivery, business
continuity, product safety, energy efficiency,
waste treatment, building, and others.
Submitted papers should examine the
role standards play in disaster recovery
and business continuity, providing specific
examples of where, how, and which standards were or could have been invoked in
an emergency situation. Papers also may
identify areas where existing standards could
be improved and new standards could be
developed and introduced for emergency
management.
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The winning entry will be awarded
$2,500, while the second place and third
place entries will receive $1,000 and $500,
respectively. The winning papers will be
announced in May 2013 and presented at a
later ANSI event.
Entries must not exceed 2,000 words
and must be formatted in accordance with
the submission criteria. Submissions will
be screened by members of the ANSI CoE
to ensure they meet specified criteria and
finalists will be recommended to ANSI for
consideration. ANSI reserves the right to
award no prizes based on the determination
of the judges. Entries are due by April 15,
2013. For full submission criteria, view the
ANSI 2013 Student Paper Competition flyer
at www.ansi.org.
Standardization Course Available
Free Online
The web-based e-learning course,
“Standardisation in Companies and Markets” which provides a broad overview of
standardization, can now be accessed free of
charge from the e-learning platform www.
pro-norm.de. The website pro-norm was
developed at and is closely connected with
the Helmut Schmidt University in Hamburg,
Germany. The course was developed as a
project under the EU – Asia-Link program
of the European Commission and involved
some 20 experts from various universities in
Europe and Asia. The course is structured in
26 modules covering a variety of topics such
as the history and principles of standardization, standards development, European
standardization, conformity assessment,
and standards consortia. Additional features
include case studies, multiple-choice tests,
FAQs, and a glossary. Registration at www.
pro-norm.de is required to access the course.

Stay Connected!
Look for SES on LinkedIn,
Twitter, and Facebook.
(search "SES standards")
Or link from the SES website at
www.ses-standards.org.

Members in the News

2013 ASTM Chairman of the Board
Mary C. McKiel, Ph.D., Standards
Executive with the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in Washington,
D.C., has been elected as the 2013 Chairman of the Board of Directors of ASTM
International. Dr. McKiel has worked on
various ASTM committees for more than 20
years and currently serves on Committees
E50 on Environmental Assessment, Risk
Management and Corrective Action and E60
on Sustainability. She served three years on
the ASTM International Board of Directors
prior to being elected as Vice Chairman of
the Board.
At EPA, Dr. McKiel directs the Agency’s
implementation of the National Technology
Transfer and Advancement Act and OMB
Circular A-119, Federal Participation in the
Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment
Activities. She establishes standards-related
policies for the Agency and aids EPA offices
in using voluntary standards and participating in standards developing organizations.
Dr. McKiel also represents the Agency in
various domestic and international standards
arenas in both the public and private sectors.
Dr. McKiel participates and contributes to
government-wide standards and conformity
assessment policies along with other federal
regulatory, science and technical, consumer
and trade agencies. She represents EPA in
the Interagency Committee on Standards
Policy chaired by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology. EPA has honored
her with bronze, silver, and gold medals for
her standards work.
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Dr. McKiel is a former Vice Chairman
of the Board of the American National
Standards Institute, a position she held for
eight years. She currently chairs the ANSI
ISO Council as well as the Government
Member Forum and is an ex-officio member
of the ANSI Board of Directors. She served
as Vice Chair to the US Technical Advisory
Group during the development of the ISO
14000 series of standards on environmental
management. In 2008, she was awarded the
ANSI George S. Wham Leadership Medal
for her contributions to standardization. For
more than 10 years, Dr. McKiel has been a
member of both the Management Systems
Advisory Council and the Environment
and Public Health Council of Underwriters
Laboratories Inc.
A member of SES since 2004, Dr.
McKiel was awarded the 2010 Leo B. Moore
medal from the Society for achievement,
service, and contributions in the field of
standardization.
Kavi Joins Standards Boost Business
Initiative
SES organization member Kavi Corporation has joined the Standards Boost
Business (SBB) initiative as a key partner.
Launched in 2011 by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and members
of the US standardization community, SBB
is an outreach and awareness initiative to
help US businesses understand the power of
standardization in driving business growth,
spurring innovation, and advancing competitiveness.
SBB is a free online resource designed
to help corporate leaders understand the
strategic and economic value of standards.
Businesses not only reduce the economic
risk of their research and development
activities by participating in standardization, they also can lower their overall R&D
costs by relying on previously standardized
technologies.
To date, 29 organizations have pledged
to support the campaign, contributing
whitepapers in the areas of cost savings,
innovation, increased efficiency, competitiveness and more. Go to www. kavi.com
and www.standardsboostbusiness.org for
more information.
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IFAN Update

by David Felinski, IFAN Vice President
The International Federation of Standards Users (IFAN) sponsored its 39th
annual Members Assembly meeting in late
September at the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) headquarters in
Geneva, Switzerland. After opening remarks
by IFAN President Ross Wraight, the members approved the meeting report from the
38th Members Assembly in Luxembourg
and reviewed the action items from that
meeting. The IFAN President noted the passing last June of Bill Anderson, an electrical
engineer who spent the majority of his career
with Proctor & Gamble and who was very
involved in standards development at ISO,
the International Electrotechnical Commission, and the American National Standards
Institute. Bill also was active in SES and
IFAN, including serving a long term on the
IFAN Board. Members joined Mr. Wraight
in a minute of silence to honor his memory.
Matthew Clark gave an excellent presentation on the activities of SAI Global
regarding XML. His presentation, which is
available at www.i2isolutions.net, demonstrated how XML looks and what it means
for users, such as making standards more
applicable in daily life and allowing 3D
and greater granularity in information. He
asserted that by next year, 70 per cent of ISO
standards will be converted to XML. Lorenza Jachia from the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe spoke about
the possible areas of cooperation with IFAN
in promoting the use of standards in governments, including education on standards and
standards as risk management tools.

Mr. Wraight gave the IFAN President’s
report of activity during the previous year,
noting that the IFAN Board had been very
active, holding 11 meetings. He stated that
the financial position of IFAN remains
sound, despite the slightly reduced number of corporate members. The President
reported that he attended the 2012 ISO
General Assembly in San Diego in which the
following subjects were covered: intellectual
property rights and copyright, future business models, IT tools, working with partners,
and standards and education. There will be
a new ISO Vice-President, Finance from
2013. The post of ISO Secretary-General
will be limited to 5 years, starting on January
1, 2013. The ISO Technical Management
Board asked IFAN for input to the definition
of certifiable standards. Mr. Wraight also
attended the 2012 IEC General Meeting in
Oslo at the end of September.
In June last year, Karlheinz Rosan represented IFAN at the European Committee

for Standardization (CEN) and the European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) joint general meetings in
Bulgaria. The much anticipated European
Commission standardization package was
endorsed by the European Parliament on
September 11, 2012. The President reported
that Mike Taubitz has been very active in the
promotion of IFAN. Mr. Taubitz produced
the SWOT analysis which will help IFAN
form its future strategies and actions.
The President explained that ISO has
decided to withdraw secretarial and other
services to IFAN. From January 1, 2013,
Andrea Beddard will act as interim Secretary
for one year. ISO will continue to take care
of the accounting and host the website to the
end of February 2015. After that time, IFAN
will have to find a solution for the Secretariat, the accounting, and the website. IFAN
Members agreed to this interim solution,
and thanked Linda Zaech for her excellent
contribution to IFAN over the last few years.
After these discussions, various member reports were given and status reports
from the IFAN Project Groups and Work
Groups were discussed. After approving
the 2012 budget report and the 2013 budget, IFAN Members agreed to rescind the
two year term limit for IFAN Treasurer
and retained Thomas Lemmle as the IFAN
Treasurer.
The next IFAN Members Assembly
will be held on October 17, 2013 following
the 14th IFAN International Conference
(October 15-16) in London.

Earn CEUs and points toward CStd or AStd certification!

Web-Based Training From SES
Standards Aware™ is a collection of 8 courses designed for
anyone who develops, uses, references, or distributes standards.
From new hires and recent college graduates, to seasoned engineers
and professionals across industries, this collection offers
something for everyone. Users can take individual courses
relevant to their needs, or the entire series.

Special pricing for SES members at www.ses-standards.org
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Coming Attractions
Improving Trust in the Online Marketplace
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) is hosting a workshop
on April 10-11, 2013 about technical and
administrative efforts to increase trust online
by improving the Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) certificate marketplace supporting
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport
Layer Security (TLS).
Recent attacks against individuals and
companies online have utilized known
vulnerabilities in certificate management
in order to spoof websites or gain trust to
install malicious software without the user’s
knowledge. A number of new standards
and protocols have been suggested to address these and other risks in the current
marketplace.
The workshop provides an opportunity
for industry, research and academia communities, and government sectors to review,
promote, and move toward consensus on
emerging industry standards and guidelines
and to learn about NIST’s current cryptographic research, activities, programs, and
standards development.
The workshop will take place at NIST
in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Technical Contact: Andrew Regenscheid (ca-workshop@
nist.gov). Registration details will be available at www.nist.gov
ISEAL Annual Conference
The ISEAL Alliance is the global association for sustainability standards. “Impacts
& Innovation” is the theme of the ISEAL
Alliance fourth annual conference, to take
place in London on June 11-13, 2013 at
one of the world’s newest hubs for urban
sustainability, The Crystal. The conference
begins with an opening evening event and
networking reception. Following this is a
public day with full plenary sessions and
breakout seminars. The ISEAL member day
is the final day of the conference.
Good sustainability standards are not
just about the uptake of better practices–
they also are about driving long term improvements in social, environmental, and
economic well-being. The 2013 ISEAL
Conference brings the standards community
together to look at the pathways for achiev-

ing the impact we all want to make, and
how we can get there through innovation
and collaboration. Goals such as poverty
alleviation can only be achieved if sustainability standards monitor their outcomes and
use this knowledge to make their systems
more effective. Harnessing innovations,
advances in technology in particular, can
lead to breakthroughs in understanding
and multiplying the sustainability impacts
of standards. The 2013 ISEAL Conference
will explore:
• How standards can improve poverty
impacts through monitoring &
evaluation
• How a commitment to long-term
sustainability change can be embedded
in a standard
• How standards can use creative & costeffective solutions to deliver impact
information
• How technology can drive efficiency in
audits and connectivity in supply chains
• How to find collaborative solutions for
scaling up standards globally
Go to www.isealalliance.org for additional details.
SMEs and Standardization
The “SMEs and Standardization”
conference will take place in Brussels,
Belgium on May 28, 2013. This conference
will provide a unique opportunity to discuss
how to promote the successful participation
of SMEs in standardization activities, and
make it easier for them to access the results.
Speakers will include representatives of the
European Commission, and business and
industry associations active on critical issues
concerning standards for SMEs.
The European standards organizations,
national standards bodies, and business associations are working together to improve
the value of standards for SMEs, and to
make sure that every business can take full
advantage of all that standards have to offer. The conference is organized as part of
SMEST 2, a European project to strengthen
and promote links between SMEs and standardization. Go to www.cencenelec.eu/SME
for further information.
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2013 SIIT Conference
The 8th International Conference on
Standardization and Innovation in Information Technology (SIIT) will take place at the
European Telecommunications Standards
Institute, Sophia-Antipolis, France during
September 24-26, 2013. Standardization
research is a multi-disciplinary field. Moreover, it is of considerable interest to industry, policy makers, users, and consumer
communities as well as standards setting
organizations.
Sponsored by the IEEE Standards Association, the SIIT conferences aim to bring
together representatives of these communities to foster the exchange of insights on
all issues surrounding ICT standards and
standardization. SIIT conferences are held
every two years. For further information,
contact Kai Jakobs at +49 241 8021405 or
kai.jakobs@cs.rwth-aachen.de.

Save the Date
ANSI World Standards Week 2013
September 30 to October 4

Mark your calendar for the

62nd Annual SES Conference
August 12-15, 2013
Savannah, Georgia
Look for conference program
information beginning with the
March/April 2013 issue of
Standards Engineering
or online at
www.ses-standards.org
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New Members
The following are new members of SES since the last issue of Standards Engineering:
Mr. Brian Tyson
Senior Technical Advisor
TASC
tel: 443 654 6184
betyson@nsa
Mr. William Bracken
Florida Association of Sinkhole Stabilization
Specialists
wbracken@brackenengineering.com
Ms. Elaine Thompson
Director of Industry Affairs
Allied Tube & Conduit
tel: 708 225 2069
ethompson@atkore.com
Mr. Michael Kirschner
Principal Consultant
ENVIRON International Corp.
tel: 415 426 5019
mkirschner@environcorp.com
Ms. Rachel Hampton
Technical Liaison Engineer
Thomas & Betts Corporation
tel: 901 252 5244
rachel.hampton@tnb.com
Mr. Gregory Kohn
VP, Client Services
Virtual, Inc
tel: 781-876-6275
gkohn@virtualmgmt.com

Mr. James Bochicchio
Engineer
US Army AMC LOGSA PSCC
tel: 570 615 5054
james.p.bochicchio.civ@mail.mil

SES Certification
The world's only certification
program for standards professionals!
Become a

Certified Standards
Professional (CStd)
or an

Associate Standards
Professional (AStd)

Dr. Melissa Bailey
Director, Standards Division
National Organic Program
US Department of Agriculture
tel: 202 720 3252
melissa.bailey@ams.usda.gov

Go to www.ses-standards.org

Ms. Pamela Brody-Heine
Director, Standards Development Projects
EPEAT/Green Electronics Council
pbrodyheine@greenelectronicscouncil.org
Mr. Terry Thomas
eCommerce Manager
Schlumberger
thomas21@slb.com

or contact
SES Certification Program
SES – The Society for Standards
Professionals
1950 Lafayette Road
Box 1
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801
tel: +1 603 926 0750
fax: +1 603 610 7101
admin@ses-standards.org

Become an SES Member!
Do you
• Use standards?
• Serve on standards development committees?
• Engage in conformity assessment activities?
• Reference standards in your work?
• Want to learn more about the role of standards and conformity
assessment in our global society?
If you answered YES to any of these, you will benefit from membership
in SES - the Society for Standards Professionals.
SES members are standards and conformity assessment professionals
from industry, academia, service organizations, government, and standards
developing organizations worldwide.

IDS is proud to support SES with
typesetting services for its Journal, and
standards professionals with publishing and
content conversion services.
www.idsil.com
ron.jones@idsil.com +1 954 946 7371
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SES is the only organization in North America that is committed exclusively
to furthering the knowledge and use of standards and standardization through a
variety of programs and services for standards users and professionals.
Go to www.ses-standards.org to learn about the many benefits of being an
SES member. Join today online or use the form in
this issue of Standards Engineering.
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SES MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Regular Member ($100.00 USD - United States and Canada, $150.00 USD - All Others)
Student/Retired Member ($50.00 USD - United States and Canada, $75.00 USD - All Others)
____________ ________________
Prefix
First Name or Initial
(Mr., Ms., etc.,)

___________________
Middle Name or Initial

_______________________________________
Title

________________________
Last Name

____________
Suffix
(Jr., P.E., etc.,)

__________________________________________________
Company or Organization

_____________________________
Work Address (line 1)

_____________________________
Work Address (line 2)

____________________________
Work City

_____________________________
Work State or Province

_____________________________
Work Postal Code

____________________________
Work Country

_____________________________
Work Telephone

_____________________________
Work Telefax

____________________________
Work E-mail

_____________________________
Home Address (line 1)

_____________________________
Home Address (line 2)

____________________________
Home City

_____________________________
Home State or Province

_____________________________
Home Postal Code

____________________________
Home Country

_____________________________
Home Telephone

_____________________________
Home Telefax

____________________________
Home E-mail

Home

Work

I prefer to receive my mail at

I have been proposed for membership by the following SES Member (this is not a requirement):
Name: ___________________________________
Payment Information:
Check (Amount) ___________
Money Order (Amount) ___________
(Please make check or money order payable to (SES – The Society for Standards Professionals)
Credit Card (Amount) ___________
American Express

Discover

VISA

MasterCard

Card Number _________________________________

Expiration Date ____________

Signature on Card ________________________________
Please mail payment to:
SES – The Society for Standards Professionals
1950 Lafayette Road, Box 1
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Email: admin@ses-standards.org
You may also telefax this form with credit card information to SES at +1 603 610 7101
January/February 2013
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SES Webinars
Roberta Nelson Shea

Bruce Rosenblum

Director, Safety Consulting Services
Applied Manufacturing Technologies

CEO, Inera Incorporated
Standards and Industry Innovations Department

Trends in Machinery/Automation Safety

XML Publication Workflows for Standards

March 20, 2013 from 1:00 – 2:30 p.m. ET

April 17, 2013 from 1:00 – 2:30 p.m. ET

About the Webinar

About the Webinar

Not too long ago, we reviewed machinery after it was
designed and built to determine what would be needed for
safeguarding so that people could work with the machinery
and not be injured. Training and procedures would be developed to address all the risks that could not be controlled or
prevented by design or safeguarding. Now, there is a push to
design safety into machines and automation systems. When
the design is complete and the machine/automation system
is built, there are few changes or additions to address safety.
However, we still have the step of developing training and
procedures to address the residual risks. It is just that now there
are much fewer residual risks that are addressed by administrative controls (e.g. training, procedures). What is entailed in
embracing and considering safety earlier in the cycle?

When committees demand faster publication times in a
wide variety of electronic formats, XML can no longer be
ignored as an essential part of a standards publication process. However integration of XML into standards publication
presents unique challenges from Word-based authoring, to a
lack of standard DTDs for the publication of standards, to a
need to round-trip the final document back to the committee
for their next round of revisions. This webinar will present a
variety of workflow and production options that are available
to standards publishers who would like to integrate XML into
their publication workflow.

About the Speaker
Roberta Nelson Shea is Director of Safety Consulting
Services at Applied Manufacturing Technologies where she
heads up the company’s new safety business unit. Ms. Nelson
Shea has more than 30 years’ experience in the safety, health,
and environmental (SH&E) profession. She began her career
in the SH&E field with Procter & Gamble and has led the
Robotic Industries Association (RIA) R15.06 robotic safety
standard committee for more than 20 years. Ms. Nelson Shea
also has served on the Board of Directors of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) and as Chair of the ANSI
Company Member Forum. She was honored by the American
Society of Safety Engineers Women in Safety Engineering
group for making a difference in the SH&E field as part of
the “100 Women–Making a Difference in Safety” project.

About the Speaker
Bruce Rosenblum, Chief Executive Officer of Inera, has
30 years’ experience in design and development of electronic
publishing solutions. He leads development of eXtyles, Inera’s
suite of editorial and XML tools for Microsoft Word used in
the production of thousands of standards, books, and journals
worldwide. A strong believer in the development and use of
standards, Mr. Rosenblum has served on the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) Board of Directors
since 2005, and is a founding member of the Journal Article
Tag Suite (JATS) Working Group (ANSI/NISO Z39.96-2012).
Prior to joining Inera in 1997, Mr. Rosenblum was Vice President of Software Development at Turning Point Software,
where he led the design and development of commercial
software products for companies such as Microsoft and Word
Perfect. Before joining Turning Point in 1984, Mr. Rosenblum
designed and developed word processing and typesetting
systems for Chinese and the languages of South Asia.

Webinars are free to SES members, $50 for non-members
The webinars will be moderated and there will be opportunity for discussion with the presenters.
To register, go to www.ses-standards.org.

The 2013 SES Webinar Series is sponsored by Techstreet,
a business of Thomson Reuters
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The President's Page
By the time you read this article, I
will have been officially retired from
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology for a full month! It is a very
strange feeling after almost 40 years to
not have to worry about anything workrelated for a change. I must admit, in
many ways it is a good feeling. However, even though I may be retired from
my day-to-day professional career, I am
working as hard as ever as President
of SES. My goal for the remainder of
my term (which comes to an end at the
close of this year’s annual conference)
is to work closely with Matt Williams
and Duane Brown and the Membership
Committee to spread the word about
the benefits of joining SES. I hope I
can count on all our current members
to spread the word to your colleagues,
both inside your organizations and
outside as well. If you currently are an
SES member but your organization has
not taken advantage of the benefits of
organizational membership, I suggest
you approach whoever makes those decisions within your organization and talk
to them about the many benefits of being
an organization member of the Society.
Recently, I had the opportunity to attend the annual Standards Babes dinner

held in Washington, DC. I introduced
you to this group in my last message.
At this year’s event, there were over 50
in attendance, while another 85 or so
were unable to attend. We have really
grown from our first get-together at
Helen Delaney's house in 2005, where
approximately 18 leading women involved in standards gathered to network
and just have some fun. During dinner
this year, I found it interesting, and
somewhat disconcerting, that many of
my female colleagues had never heard
of SES even though they have been in

We'd Love to Hear From You!
Do you have suggestions for topics or
speakers for future SES Webinars? Are you
interested in being a presenter at a Webinar?
Would you like to get involved in helping to
organize SES Webinars?
Contact SES at admin@ses-standards.org
for further information.
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the standards arena for all or most of
their careers. I hope to contact all these
women personally to invite them and
their organizations to join. Are there
other groups like this of whom you are
aware that also should be targeted for
SES membership? Please let Matt and
Duane know.
In the next couple of months, you
will be receiving information about our
upcoming 62nd annual conference to be
held August13-14, 2013, in Savannah,
Georgia with professional development
classes held the day before and after
those dates. Our Conference Planning
Committee, headed by Chris Carnahan,
is in the process of securing speakers
and moderators. Thanks to the Committee for all you are doing to make
the 2013 conference a success. Watch
your email for upcoming press releases
regarding this year's conference and be
sure to pass the information along to
your colleagues who might be interested
in attending.
In closing, I hope these next few
winter months are kind to all of us
regarding our health and the weather.
Spring is right around the corner!

A Guide To Standards
New revision now available!
$40.00 (list) / $30.00 (member)
Go to www.ses-standards.org
to purchase, or order from:
SES
1950 Lafayette Road
Box 1
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801
tel: +1 603 926 0750
fax: +1 603 610 7101
admin@ses-standards.org
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62nd Annual SES Conference

August 12 - 15, 2013

Savannah, Georgia

SES - The Society for Standards Professionals was founded in 1947 as the Standards Engineering Society, a not-for-profit professional membership society dedicated to furthering the knowledge and use of standards and standardization. SES is unique in that it is
the only organization in North America committed exclusively to this effort. It also manages the world's only certification program for
standards professionals. SES provides a neutral forum where standards users and developers can come together to address mutual issues, opportunities, and interests in ways that work to the benefit of everyone involved with, or affected by, standards. SES members are
primarily involved in the development, application, and use of company, government, national, regional, and international standards.
SES is the member body for Canada and the United States in the International Federation of Standards Users (IFAN), and is accredited
by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

www.ses-standards.org
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